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I tried this, and it didn't work. Pattern pattern = Pattern.compile("(.+?).(.+?).(.+?).(.+?) (.+?)(.+?)");
Matcher matcher = pattern.matcher(string); Here's what my output looks like:

Pattern.compile("(.+?).(.+?).(.+?).(.+?) (.+?)(.+?)"); Matcher matcher = pattern.matcher(string);
Output from Matcher.matches() Matcher.matches() output A: Consider this regex for your

requirements (which is UNMATCHED): (.*?).(.*?).(.*?).(.*?) (.*?) (.*?) See the regex demo The
(.*?).(.*?) will match anything in the first group,.*, followed by.*, followed by anything in the third

group, (.*?), and so on. The (.*?) (.*?) will match anything in the second group,.*?, followed by
anything in the fourth group, (.*?), and so on. Finally, the (.*?) will match anything in the fifth group,
(.*?), followed by anything in the sixth group, (.*?) and so on. To extract the required substrings into
a list of elements you may use a capturing group and use the Matcher.find() method, and then use
the Matcher.group(1) to get the first subgroup, and so on. Here is the Java code: String s = "Ghidul
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screen.HMS Vigilant Eleven

ships of the Royal Navy have
borne the name HMS Vigilant,

after the four-masted ship
under the command of Isaac
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Hawkins Browne which was
originally the French ship

Vigilant, and after which the
Royal Navy ship, was named:

was a 16-gun ship of 1095 tons
(bm) launched in 1807. She was

used as a receiving ship and
was broken up in 1816. was a

16-gun brig-sloop, formerly the
Belgian brig Triomphant. She

was purchased in 1814 and was
wrecked in 1822. was a 16-gun

brig-sloop launched in 1825.
She was broken up in 1832. was

a survey vessel launched in
1839 that was put on harbour
service in 1843, and then sold
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in 1857. was a wooden screw
corvette launched in 1864 and
sold in 1886. was an launched

in 1892 and sold in 1910. was a
V and D-class destroyer

launched in 1920 and sold in
1930. HMS Vigilant was a

minelayer launched in 1940 and
transferred to the Royal

Canadian Navy in 1946. She
was converted to a combined
minelayer and minesweeper

and renamed. She was paid off
in 1952 and sold in 1963. was a

launched in 1943 as HMS
Beverly and renamed HMS

Vigilant in 1944. She was sunk
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by an artillery shell in 1944. was
an, launched in 1958 as HMS
Minnow and renamed HMS
Vigilant in 1967. She was

transferred to the Turkish Navy
in 1986. Citations

Category:Royal Navy ship
namesQ: Inserting an element

in an in-place array seems to be
in a separate array space I want
to use c++ style array, where
the items can be inserted at a
specific position. This is what I
have come up with: #include

#include using namespace std;
int main() { int a[10];
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